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Abstract—Wireless sensor and actor networks (WSAN) have
become increasingly popular in recent years. The cooperative
operation between sensor and actor nodes results in a major
advantage against pure sensor networks and extends the range
of possible application scenarios. One emerging application is
the Amazon scenario in which stationary actors are deployed at
accessible points in a thick forest structure and sensor nodes are
thrown in a river flowing through the forest to gather observa-
tions from unreachable areas of the forest. This unprecedented
and unique setting exposes two important challenges: (a) the
dynamics of the river forms a continuously varying topology of
sensor nodes requiring a highly adaptive network organization
and (b) the inherent features of sensor and actor nodes, combined
with rapid changes in the link structure of the network require
efficient bandwidth utilization and data transmission.

In this paper, we address these challenges by introducing
SOFROP, a novel self-organizing and fair routing protocol for
WSANs. The extensive simulations that are carried out for
evaluation point out two highlights of SOFROP. These are the
lightweight and efficient routing that is optimized for fairness
and the locally acting adaptive overlay network formation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor and actor networks (WSANs) [1] consist of

a large number of tiny sensor nodes, which observe the events

in the environment, and limited number of more powerful ac-

tors, which collect information from the sensor nodes, process

this information and react to the event. In contrast, in most of

the pure wireless sensor network (WSN) [2] applications, the

network is used only for observation, which is insufficient in

many real-world scenarios. For instance, if sensor nodes are

able to inform a patrol unit about their battery conditions,

this unit should not only collect data but also move closer

to the sensor nodes in need of recharging. Thus, WSANs

provide functionalities that allow dealing with a wider range

of possible application scenarios compared to WSNs.

Coexistence of actor and sensor nodes creates a het-

erogeneous structure of node resources and communication

channels. Hereby, a sensor node has limited data processing

capability, transmission rate, energy, and memory. Actors on

the other hand possess increased computation capabilities and

wider communication ranges. Usually, actors are also equipped

with long lasting batteries and larger memory compared to

sensor nodes.

In WSANs node mobility is a natural element of many

applications such as intelligent transportation, environment

monitoring, animal control. There are various communication

algorithms in the literature that have been developed for

scenarios in which the actors are mobile while sensor nodes

are stationary (see [3] [4]). Although the sensor nodes are

homogeneous, the network structure they form is fundamen-

tally determined by the applications, which requires scenario-

optimized network organization and routing schemes.

In context of this paper, we consider the scenario of Amazon

rain-forest with a river going through it (see Fig. 1). The actors

are positioned at rare accessible parts of the area and the

sensor nodes are thrown in the river to collect information from

hard-to-access sides of the area while they float in the river.

Equipped with appropriate measurement technologies, sensor

nodes are able to gather various kinds of information. For

instance Regan et al. [5] deployed such a multi-sensor system

in the River Lee Co. Cork, Ireland to monitor water quality

parameters such as pH, temperature, conductivity, turbidity

and dissolved oxygen. Although nodes move basically in

one direction, they suffer from various peculiarities of the

scenario such as permanent velocity changes, sudden stops by

obstacles. In summary, these circumstances raise the following

challenges for the design of an efficient routing protocol: (a)

the dynamics of sensor nodes form a continuously varying

topology requiring a highly adaptive network organization and

(b) rapid changes of the neighborhood and actor association

demands an efficient and reliable transmission of data from

sensor nodes to the actors.

The limitation regarding the capacities of sensor nodes make

the consumption of communication, computation and memory

resources a critical constraint for routing protocols in WSANs

[6]. An additional constraint arises with the heterogeneous

node structure. Therefore the solutions applied neither in tradi-

tional wired networks nor in WSNs are suitable for WSANs. In
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Fig. 1. Amazon application scenario.

our particular case, the Amazon scenario also comprise chal-

lenging and unprecedented characteristics such as the distinct

mobility of the sensor nodes and constrained positioning of

the actors. For these reasons existing approaches in the field

of WSANs are inefficient and cannot be employed to overcome

the variety of challenges implied by the differentiating features

of the Amazon scenario.

The characteristics of Amazon scenario also create chal-

lenges for the quality of service provided to the applications in

the network. Quality of service (QoS) in WSANs is character-

ized according to the employed applications, each of which has

various constraints such as reliability, latency and robustness.

QoS must be supported to satisfy the requirements of services

of WSAN [7]. Throughput, delay, jitter, and packet loss rate

are among the most fundamental QoS metrics used to measure

the degree of efficiency in these services [8]. QoS performance

of a network is improved in terms of these parameters when

nodes allocate bandwidth in a fair manner [9]. For instance,

even when there are multiple nodes reporting low priority

traffic, which causes congestion on a bottleneck node, high

priority data traffic must get its share of bandwidth and be

transmitted to the relevant actor. All these requirements make

fairness a vital part of the algorithm to be used. In the context

of this paper, we define QoS as the capability to provide

assurance that traffic flows will be treated differently in order

to meet the service requirements of the applications.

In this paper, we propose SOFROP (Self-Organizing and

Fair ROuting Protocol) to address the described critical issues

of the Amazon scenario. There are two main contributions of

this work. First, SOFROP uses an overlay network to organize

and divide the network into actor areas. We show that SOFROP

can provide a dynamic network organization by using locality-

preserving communication. Second, SOFROP provides fair-

ness among different types of applications while using the

excess bandwidth at sensor nodes with a lightweight algorithm.

Additionally, SOFROP uses packet queues to overcome the

particular connectivity challenges of the scenario.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Related

work is given in Section 2. The system model is described in

Section 3. We provide a detailed description of SOFROP in

Section 4, which is devided in two phases: network organiza-

tion and data transmission. We show the simulation results in

Section 5 and finally conclude in Section 6.

II. RELATED WORK

There has been approaches on routing protocols with QoS

support in WSANs. The anycast communication paradigm by

Hu et al. [10] builds an anycast tree rooted at each event

source to reduce latency and energy consumption. The real-

time routing framework by Shah et al [11] addresses the

coordination of sensor and actor nodes through the delay

bound for distributed routing. Another protocol using delay as

the main constraint is Ad Hoc On Demand Delay Constrained

Distance Vector Routing (AOD2V) by Sama and Akkaya [12],

where delay-EDD is used at admission control and EDF

is used to determine the departure order of the packets at

the intermediate nodes. Boukerche et al. [13] used service

differentiation and central processing of routes, aiming low

latency and reliable delivery. Paruchi et al. [14] proposed a

distributed and randomized communication protocol with a

fairness feature regarding power savings of the sensor nodes,

which make local decisions on whether to sleep, or be active

based on the energy levels of their neighbors. Xia et al. [15]

applied feedback control for dynamic bandwidth allocation,

which uses deadline miss ratio control to improve QoS in

terms of reliability.

Another important asset of SOFROP is the employment

of an overlay network scheme for the network organization

part by clustering. Clustering algorithms in traditional sensor

network, are often used to create a structure of an otherwise

flat network topology [16], [17]. A cluster is a group of

interconnected nodes with a dedicated node called clusterhead.

A clusterhead is in charge to manage the information flow in

the proper cluster, which makes the role and the selection of

clusterheads critical for proper network operation. One of the

clustering scheme proposed for sensor networks is HEED by

Younis and Fahmy [18], in which authors target QoS by using

an efficient energy consumption method.

Network organization behaviors of Amazon scenario re-

quires the actors to be assigned as the pre-determined cluster-

heads, which are not supposed to change their status through-

out the life-time of the network as it occurs in any other

existing clustering algorithm for mobile ad hoc networks [19].

Thus the clusterhead election procedure is obsolete. However,

the network and the clustering algorithm must be designed in

a way that the actor node is always the most attractive clus-

terhead in its surrounding. Furthermore, the cluster structure

permits multi-hop clusters, which is supported by only a few

clustering algorithms. Since actors are specially equipped to

process data while delivering a long life-time, the number of



actors must be minimized. This property reduces the number

of clusterheads in the network, which is also important for the

case where actors cannot be deployed very close to each other

due to restricted access to the environment. A characteristic

of the Amazon scenario is that the actors are static while the

sensor nodes are mobile. This causes an increased number

of re-affiliations for the sensor nodes, since the clusterhead

for a node is expected to change frequently. These distinct

features of the application scenario require a novel network

organization approach. Therefore a locally acting clustering

approach, which adopts its basic principles from the multi-hop

clustering scheme KHOPCA [20], is used and it is described

in Section 4.

The approaches discussed in this section do not match with

the requirements of the Amazon scenario such as simplicity,

flexibility and fairness, caused by the dynamics of the applica-

tion scenario and the characteristics of WSANs. The routing

algorithm in this scenario should be able to adapt to the rapid

changes in the topology and allocate the bandwidth in a fair

manner for QoS support.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a wireless sensor and actor network N with

the number of nodes |N | = n. N consists of a set of

actor nodes A and a set of sensor nodes S. Additionally our

model includes a sink node in charge of data aggregation

and connection to a backbone network. The sensor nodes

and actors in S are assumed to have maximum transmission

ranges rs and ra, respectively, with circular transmission areas,

where rs < ra due to better computation and communication

capabilities of the actors. For communication between two

nodes, a bidirectional connection must be established, i.e.

a device s1 has to be in the transmission range of s2, i.e

d(s1, s2) ≤ rs, for communication.

A. Sensor nodes

For each sensor node s in S let be a neighboring list

Neigh(s) ⊂ N , the set of nodes that are directly connected to

s, such that ∀u ∈ Neigh(s), d(s, u) ≤ rs. Neigh(s) is built

initally when a node enters the network and updated with a

given update frequency f .

Every node is able to communicate only with its current

one-hop neighbors (a sensor node or an actor), thus all

communication in our model is locality preserving. Geo-

graphical positions of the nodes are not used. Since data

flows in only one direction and only local information are

used, no multi-hop control communication need to be applied.

Communication links may fail or disappear from the network

caused by obstacles for instance. Thus, the neighborhood of

a node changes over time and nodes move with random and

nonconstant speed, acceleration and directions.

B. Actors and the sink

SOFROP manages actor-actor communication efficiently in

order to save battery lifetime. The actor nodes use their full

transmission range in two cases only. One of these cases is the

time when the network is initialized, in which the actor nodes

and the sink create a network by using their full transmission

ranges. In our particular application scenario, the actor nodes

are positioned such that each one has at least one actor or

sink in its transmission range. The sink communicates only

with actors and it is also positioned in the transmission range

of at least one actor. Otherwise the sink would be required

to receive the collected data through the sensor nodes, which

would create severe packet loss and delay conditions in the

network. Considering this layout and the small number of actor

nodes, the following steps are taken to form the links among

actors and the sink:

• The sink starts the formation of links by flooding its ID

and hop count (initialized as 1) encoded in a packet.

• This packet is forwarded in the network among actors and

each actor saves the ID of the actor from which it received

the packet with the lowest hop count as the destination

for data traffic.

• The packet is retransmited with an incremented hop count

only if its hop count is less than the actor’s.

The other case when an actor uses its full transmission range

is when it has data to exchange, consolidate and transmit to

the sink. Other than these two cases, actors use the same trans-

mission range as the sensor nodes in the network organization

phase and in communication with the sensor nodes. Therefore

this approach extends the lifetime of the actors, which is an

energy-efficient feature of SOFROP. However, it is important

to note that the actor-actor communication is not the main

focus of this paper and will be tackled more in detail in future

work.

IV. SELF-ORIENTED AND FAIR ROUTING PROTOCOL

The separation of the network organization from data

transmission shows several benefits since the network or-

ganization phase adjusts the topology of the sensor nodes

to enable efficient routing on the resulting overlay network.

This separation reduces route failures and packet delay, while

increasing the network throughput [21]. Hence, SOFROP is

divided into two phases: the first phase concerns about the

network organization, where an overlay network is formed and

continuously adapted. The second phase is responsible for the

data transmission.

A. Network organization

The clustering is used for the network organization. How-

ever, in contrast to common environments where clustering

algorithms are applied, SOFROP has to deal with the fact that

actor nodes are pre-assigned clusterheads. Additionally, due

to restrictions in the deployment of actor nodes, multi-hop

clusters must be created as a remedy. Furthmore, since actor

nodes are specially equipped while delivering a long life-time,

the number of actor nodes must be minimized. The mobility

of sensor nodes increases the number of re-affiliations to the

actors. An additional modification is the resulting overlay

network providing a topology, allowing multiple paths to the

actor-actor network.



1) SOFROP overlay network setting: The algorithm to

create the overlay network does not require any initial config-

uration besides that each node must choose a value between

1 and k, its weight. The weight 0 is exclusively assigned to

the actors. We assume that the only information available for

a sensor node s is the information of the direct neighbors

Neigh(s) and their corresponding weights w(Neigh(si)).
The beaconing is the most common way to provide this

information. However if beacon (or heartbeat) approach is

used in the network, then the sensor nodes are required to

transmit a packet periodically even when there is no neighbor

node to receive this packet. Although beaconing is commonly

used in sensor networks, it should be avoided when possible

since energy is one of the most important constraints of sensor

nodes. In order to attend the energy requirements of the

Amazon scenario, we propose a different approach to transfer

weight information:

• Only the actor nodes generate packets periodically. These

packets are called Area Configuration Packets (ACP),

which includes actor ID and hop count fields. The actor

initializes these fields with its ID and hop value respec-

tively.

• A sensor node receiving the ACP drops the packet if the

hop value on the packet is greater than or equal to its own

hop value. Otherwise the node stores the values in actor

ID and hop value fields of the packet and retransmits the

packet with an incremented hop value.

• If a node looses connection to the actors, it equals its hop

value to the maximum hop value defined for the network.

A node loses connection when it doesn’t receive an ACP

(either directly from an actor or by retransmission of other

nodes) for the predefined time in the network.

The nodes that lose the connection will be only in “lis-

tening” mode and they won’t transmit any packets while

actor nodes periodically send ACPs. This structure makes

optimum use of the WSANs since the complexity and resource

requirement is focused on the actor nodes and it is less energy

consuming than beaconing for the sensor nodes.

2) SOFROP clustering algorithm: Consider a node v with

weight w(v). The state transition for node v is given in

Algorithm 1:

Algorithm 1 The state transitioning of a node v

1: min.weight= w(v)
2: for i ∈ Neigh(v) do

3: if w(i) < min.weight then

4: min.weight = w(i)
5: end if

6: end for

7: if min.weight < w(v) then

8: w(v) = min.weight + 1
9: else if w(v)! = k then

10: w(v) = w(v) + 1
11: end if
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Fig. 2. A sequence example for 4 sensor nodes and an actor.
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Fig. 3. A sequence example of a small group of sensor nodes and an actor

An example sequence for four sensor nodes and one actor

node is demonstrated in Fig. 2. In the beginning of the

sequence, the actor node has a weight of zero and all sensor

nodes are initialized with the weight value k. The remaining

sequence shows how the hierarchical structure is formed by

copying the lowest neighbor weight added by one as the sensor

nodes get into transmission range of the actor.

When a lower weight node that is not an actor attracts

surrounding nodes with higher weights, this node successively

increases its weight in order to avoid a fragmented structure.

An example of this property is demonstrated in Fig. 3, where

one of the node is moving faster compared to the other nodes

in the scenario, which is a possible case due to potential

obstacles and unpredictable flow rate changes in the river.

The fast-moving node initially has a weight of “1” since it

is directly connected to the actor at the beginning, but it loses

its connection to the actor after it gets further away. However

it still receives ACPs since it is in the transmission range of a

node with weight “3”. Then it increases its weight to connect

to the closest actor.

A sequence of the dynamic overlay network produced

by network organization is denoted in Fig. 4. Three actors

are deployed uniformly at random and remain static while

60 sensor nodes are flowing from left to right, where the

maximum hop-count allowed by the network organization is 4.

Note that Figure 4 depicts only one of the different outcomes

which are possible due to asynchrony.

Isolated nodes with weight k are physically able to com-

municate with neighbors having weight k, but according to
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Fig. 4. A squence of the dynamic overlay network produced by SOFROP
network organization.

our network organization phase no logical communication

path is built. In order to include the isolated nodes in the

network, a remedy can be to increase the difference of 0 and

k, forcing this phase to built longer communication paths. The

network designer, however, has to consider the velocity and

perturbations of the river that act on the nodes. If the paths

become extremely long, no effective routing can be conducted

or the messages from the most distant node may never reach

the actor node. For that reason, the difference between 0 and

k must be chosen according to the environmental conditions.

Thus, sensor nodes outside the coverage area of the actor nodes

are simply ignored and they do not influence the remaining

network due to their k-weight.

This phase uses only local information for decision making

process and all the nodes rapidly updates their data as the

network structure changes.

B. Data transmission

The information collected from the environment and aggre-

gated in the network is defined as the “interests” of the sink.

This term is adopted from the language popularized by the

Directed Diffusion model [22]. The interests are predefined

at sensor nodes before they are thrown into the river. This

method is efficient considering the dynamic topology of the

network and hard-to-estimate mobility patterns of the sensor

nodes. Each sensor contains a list of the interests, called the

“interest table”, which is used when an event is captured to

decide whether the sink needs to be notified. The interest in

the table for a captured event is called an on interest and the

node generates data packets to report the event to the closest

actor. The data is transferred in fixed size packets and we

define the time required to transmit one packet as one “time

window”. The maximum packet transmission rate of a sensor

node is called output capacity (Co), which is reduced by the

rate value on the first packet of an interest and this value is

recorded as the remaining output capacity (Cr) of the node.

The SOFROP’s main goal for data transmission is the

fair allocation of network resources among flows of different

interests. This is achieved without keeping any global state at

sensor nodes. Instead, a node capturing an event encodes data

packets with the rate it transmits them (αp) and the interest

(ip) that the packets belong to.

Sensor node buffers data in first in first out (FIFO) fashion,

which supports the idea of keeping sensor nodes as simple

as possible. There are n input links of a sensor node for

receiving data and one output link for forwarding data. We

assume that the packet arival process at each input link is a

Bernoulli process with success probability ps, the number of

packet arrivals (A) at the buffer during a given time window

has the binomial probability mass function and the probability

generating function of the Bernoulli random variable with

parameter ps is as follows:

GA(z) =
n

∑

i=0

aiz
i = (1− ps + psz)n

A sensor node does not drop any packets when Cr ≥ 0,

which means the sensor node’s resources are adequate to serve

the received packets. When Cr ≥ 0, the number of packets

in the buffer at the end of the kth time window (Bk) can

be defined in terms of the number of packets in the buffer

at the end of the (k − 1)th time window and the number of

packets arriving during the kth time window (Ak) as Bk =
max(0, Bk−1 + Ak − 1). The underlying stochastic process

of Bk can be described by a Discrete Time Markov Chain

(DTMC) with states qi = P (N = i) [23]. If the sensor node

does not drop any packets for a period of time, then it means

nps ≤ 1 in one time window of this period. Consequently, the

buffer occupancy can be formulated as Bk = max(0, B+A−
1). Then its probability generating function (pgf) is found as:

GB(z) =
∞
∑

j=0

P (B = j)zj

=

∞
∑

j=0

qjz
j

= a0q0 +

∞
∑

j=0

P (B + A− 1 = j)zj

= a0q0 +
GB(z)GA(z)− a0q0

z

=
a0q0(z − 1)

z −GA(z)

The probability generating function satisfies GB(1) = 1.

We also have limz→1 a0q0(z − 1) = limz→1 z −GA(z) = 0.

Thus we can apply l’Hopital’s rule and get:

1 = GB(z) =
a0q0

1−G′

A(1)
=

a0q0

1− nps

Therefore a0q0 = 1− nps. Then:



GB(z) =
(1− nps)(1− z)

GA(z)− z

=
(1− nps)(1− z)

(1− ps + psz)n − z

The expected value of GB(z) is equal to the mean steady-

state queue size of the buffer, which is found by differentiating

GB(z) with respect to z and taking the limit as z → 1:

E(B) =
n(n− 1)p2

s

2(1− nps)
=

(n− 1)

n

(nps)
2

2(1− nps)

We define a fair rate (αf ) value, which is the amount of

output capacity that the node can fairly employ for a flow

when Cr is negative. The fair rate for a node depends on the

number of on interests (Ni) and defined as αf = Co/Ni.

However with this tagging, when Cr is negative there are

flows with rate values lower than αf . In such a case, if all

packets are encoded with rate values smaller than or equal

to αf , an unutilized excess capacity is formed. The output

capacity shared among flows that are received with rates

greater than αf is defined as the shared capacity (Cs).

When Cr is negative but the rate of the packet is smaller

than αf , the packet is forwarded without changing the values

in its fields. If the rate tag on a data packet is greater than the

fair rate, then it means the packets of the interest are received

with a rate greater than the node can transmit, which will

result in packet drops. In order to insert an exact rate value

in the packets, number of transmitted and dropped packets

must be recorded at the sensor node for a period of time.

Limited memory and computation resources of a sensor node

would be insufficient to keep such a state information for

each flow. Therefore SOFROP drops packets probabilistically

at each node depending only on the tags. The probability to

drop a packet (Pd) is defined as follows:

Pd = 1− Cs/(Ns · αp)

where Ns is the number of the interests that shares Cs.

If a packet is not dropped when Cr is negative, then it is

forwarded with a new αp. The interest of this packet is defined

as a sharing interest and this interest’s share from Cs is the

new αp, which is defined as follows:

αp =
Cs · ρi

∑Ns

j=0
ρj

The SOFROP allows assignment of different priorities to the

interests whereby ρi is the priority of the current interest. The

pseudocode of the algorithm used at sensor nodes for routing

packets is given in Algorithm 2.

V. SIMULATION STUDY

A. Simulation environment and metrics

The simulation is conducted in the OPNET modeler [24].

IEEE 802.11 is the underlying MAC layer for sensor and actor

nodes. The transmission range of a sensor node is taken as 40

Algorithm 2 Routing in a sensor node

1: if a packet is received by a sensor node then

2: if the packet is a notification to a predefined interest

then

3: if it is the first packet for that interest then

4: sharingInterest ← true for the interest

5: increment Nf by one, reduce Cr by αp

6: end if

7: if Cr > 0 then

8: forward the packet

9: else

10: if αp > αf then

11: toDropInterest ← true for the interest

12: if sharingInterest: false then

13: increase Cs by αp

14: sharingInterest ← true for the interest

15: end if

16: drop the packet with its Pd

17: if the packet is not dropped then

18: fill the rate field and forward the packet

19: end if

20: else

21: forward the packet

22: if sharingInterest: true then

23: reduce Cs by αp

24: end if

25: toDropInterest ← true, for the interest

26: sharingInterest ← false for the interest

27: end if

28: end if

29: else

30: drop the packet

31: end if

32: end if

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Number of sensor/actor nodes 60/4

Total area 200x300

Reception power threshold (dBm) -95

Channel settings Auto assigned

meters, a realistic range for a sensor node (for instance Cerpa

et al. [25] finds the transmission range of second generation

Mica-2 motes to be between 20 and 50 meters in an outdoor

habitat). The assumptions include a 20 packet-size queue and

a data rate of 10 packets per second. Wireless LAN model in

OPNET allows transmission power of a node to be defined

as an attribute by means of OPNET’s transceiver pipeline

implementation. The relation between the transmission power

of a node (T in Watts) and its transmission range (r) is defined

as T =
(

4πr
0.12476

)2
·10−12.5. Table I summarizes the simulation

parameters used in our experimental setup.

The communication graph is built according to the system

model specified in Section III. The communication links that



TABLE II
MOBILITY SETTINGS

Starting point x= 0-10 m; y = 0-300 m

Destination point x= 100-200 m; y = 0-300 m

Pausing point, time Random, 0-10 sec

Speed 0-3 m/sec
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Fig. 5. Number of packets received by actors

sensor nodes form may fail or disappear from the network. A

random mobility profile is created in OPNET modeler for the

sensor nodes so that the nodes are moving in the watercourse

with the settings given in Table II.

According to the optimization criteria, the efficiency of the

proposed algorithm is studied using the following metrics:

fairness, number of received packets, maximum hop value in

the network and the number of nodes.

B. Simulation results

1) Experiment 1: 20 traffic sources are placed to generate

three different types of packets (50% type-1, 30% type-2,

20% type-3) with equal priorities, which create congestion

and bottlenecks in the network depending on the dynamic

topology. The same set of simulations is run with and without

the fairness property of SOFROP. The number of received

packets for each type of traffic is denoted in Fig. 5. Packet

drops occur due to high packet generation rate. SOFROP with

fairness drops more packets of the type with larger rate, which

is favorable in the Amazon scenario since one traffic type

should not suppress the others. However the same property

cannot be observed in best effort case, i.e. without fairness.

Additionally, the total number of received packets is smaller.

2) Experiment 2: The same simulation set is run with slight

changes, where 50% of the produced packets are type-1, 45%

are type-2 and the rest is type-3. The priority of type-3 is three

times larger than the other types, which shows the criticality

of type-3 information. The number of packets received by the

actors for each type is denoted in Fig. 6. Results show that

SOFROP protects the critical type of traffic even when there

is bursty non-critical traffic.

3) Experiment 3: The delay characteristics of SOFROP are

observed by using a similar simulation set in experiment 2.

Delay values depend fairly on topology in our application
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scenario since the path of a packet changes with the topology

and the number of actors. It is shown in Fig. 7 that SOFROP

performs clearly better when it is fair, which is critical when

combined with the previous results. The results indicate that

SOFROP not only protects critical packets but also delivers

packets with a low average delay, which is another main QoS

parameter.

4) Experiment 4: The SOFROP’s coverage properties are

investigated using the same simulation settings as in the

previous experiments and the number of connected and un-

connected nodes is observed in this experiment. Besides we

measured the hop distribution for k values in between 3 and 6.

For each value of k, 25 simulations are run and each simulation

period ends as the first sensor node moves out of the area.

The average numbers of sensor nodes with different hop-count

values are presented in Fig. 8 for each k value. The results

show that number of unconnected nodes decreases by 20 to

30% as k is incremented by 1. The number of nodes associated

with an actor increases with increasing k; for example the

average number of unconnected nodes is 20 when k = 5. Fig.

8 also shows that at least 45% of the nodes are in 2-hops

distance for all values of k. Along with the other simulations,

this experiment also denotes high adaptability of SOFROP’s

network organization to mobility.
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VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose SOFROP, a self-organized routing

protocol that provides QoS for wireless sensor and actor

networks. In particular, we focus on the Amazon scenario

where actor nodes are deployed on few accesible locations and

sensor nodes are deployed in the river to make measurements.

The main characteristic of this scenario is the fact that the actor

nodes remain static but irregularly deployed while the sensor

nodes are moving in an unpredictable pattern according to the

dynamics of the river.

The SOFROP is designed for this unique environment and

consists of two phases: 1) the network organization builds a

structured network topology that permanently adapts according

to the river dynamics, and 2) in data transmission phase, data

is collected from the network and forwarded to the sink. We

show that SOFROP provides fairness among different types of

applications and it is efficient in utilization of the bandwidth.

Additionally, an actor and only 1-hop local information are

provided to the sensor nodes. These features make SOFROP

an ideal routing protocol for wireless networks with mobile

sensors and stationary actors. As future work, we plan to adapt

SOFROP to animal monitoring and conduct field tests in real

life settings. We also intend to improve the network structure

by permitting additional communication for sensor nodes

along with data aggregation in order to increase redundancy

and adaptability in the network.
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